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In 1956 I got my Ph. D. in physics at the University

of Wroc law for a dissertation strongly based on Bogoli-

ubov's method of additional collective variables. Just af-

ter the establishment of the Joint Institute for Nuclear

Research in 1956 prof. J. Rzewuski left our Institute for

a one year stay in Dubna. The head of the Laboratory of

Theoretical Physics in JINR was the world famous theo-

retical physicist and mathematician prof. Nikolai N. Bo-

goliubov. Knowing my deep interest the Bogoliubov's

work prof. J. Rzewuski took steps towards organising

my visit to the Laboratory of Theoretical Physics after

the end of his stay in Dubna. Thanks to his initiative

I arrived in Dubna in 1958 to stay there for two years

and it was the beginning of the most signi�cant scienti�c

adventure of my life. It was a time just after the discov-

ery of the exciting theory of superconductivity of metals

and alloys proposed by Bardeen{Cooper{Schriefer and

Bogoliubov.

Prof. N. N. Bogoliubov received me in a very friendly

way. He was just preparing to publication an important

paper devoted to the problem compensating the \danger-

ous diagrams" in the method of selfconsistent �eld [1].

It included a consideration of collective oscillations and

their application to the electrodynamics of the supercon-

ducting state. Professor suggested that I should study

the same problem on the basis of approximate second

quantization.

In the course of my investigations I reveald that the

spectrum of collective oscillations was divided into two

branches: for the pairs of fermions having opposite spins

and for the pairs having parallel spins [2]. The equation

of compensation of \dangerous diagrams" was consid-

ered for the pairs with the zero spin. Besides the results

of [1], obtained now on the basis of a totally di�erent

approach, I considered also the contribution of excita-

tions with the spin �1 to a superconducting current. The

most important result of this paper was an inspiration

to consider the equation of \dangerous diagrams" for the

pairs with the spin �1. This led to the �rst theory of

the anisotropic (\p" pairing) superuid phase (polar) in

the fermion system. It was published as Dubna preprint

(1959) and in journal [3]. In 1972 the superuidity of he-

lium 3 was discovered. Later on a more careful analysis

showed that it was connected with an anisotropic phase.

In connection with this in 1975, due to the initiative of

N. N. Bogoliubov, JINR reedited my two preprints and

it was underlined in the Introduction that the theory of

Fermi systems with the \p" pairing was proposed for the

�rst time in JINR. This theory formed the basis of my

habilitation thesis in 1961.

My �rst stay in Dubna lasted two years. At that time,

in order to reach the Laboratory of Theoretical Physics

situated near the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, we

needed a bus ride or it was necessary to walk a rather

long distance.

In 1960{72 I was a member of the Scienti�c Council of

the Laboratory of Theoretical Physics and after the re-

organization I represented during a long period of time

the Polish side at the meetings of the Council. This gave

me an opportunity to visit JINR mostly twice per year

and have more frequent contacts with N. N. Bogoliubov.

In 1961 and 1963 he published two fundamental papers.

In the �rst one [4] he introduced the notion of quasiav-

erages. They describe the situation of the system after

its transition to the new phase in which some former

symmetries have been broken. For this description it is

necessary to add to the initial Hamiltonian new (even

in�nitesimal) terms leading to the breaking of the men-

tioned symmetries. In the second paper [5] N. N. Bogoli-

ubov derived, on the basis of the microscopic approach,

the Landau hydrodynamic equations for superuid he-

lium 4 without dissipation being considered. He intro-

duced into the Hamiltonian new terms (with \sources of

particles") breaking the gauge \symmetry" (invariance)

of the Hamiltonian. With the help of the sources it was

easier to present the Bogoliubov \1=q
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theorem" for su-

peruid helium 4. This theorem shows that the Green

functions constructed with the help of the order param-

eter operator, have the 1=q

2

singularity. The mentioned

theorem plays an essential role in the examination of the

long{range ordering in superuid helium. Using this the-

orem one can show that the Yang's criterion for the exis-

tence of the long{range order (criterion of superuidity)

is not satis�ed in one and two dimensions.

In the summer of 1963 during my visit to Dubna

N. N. Bogoliubov suddenly invited me to his o�ce. He in-

formed me that there are two parallel problems. Namely,

the preparation for the publication of his paper devoted

to hydrodynamics of superuid liquid (more than 40

pages). This meant it was necessary to examine very

carefully the manuscript in order to �nd eventual mis-

prints (and I have found about 60!). The second prob-

lem, a generalisation of his paper was much more di�-

cult. N. N. Bogoluibov proposed to derive hydrodynamic
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equations for superuid helium 4 describing dissipation

to his younger coworkers, but because of the already

planned holidays with families they suggested, what was

so fortunate for me, to postpone the calculations till the

autumn.

In order to seize the occasion and to enter the subject

which was new to me it was necessary to repeat all the

calculations of Bogoliubov's paper. This helped me a lot

in the preparation of the proof.

For me all this was a very happy coincidence. Af-

ter �ve years the problems concerning superconductiv-

ity had been exhausted and quit unexpectedly I was in-

troduced into a new interesting subject. I prepared and

published a paper devoted to the viscous liquid approx-

imation for superuid Bose systems and many other pa-

pers devoted to superuid Bose systems. I was also inter-

ested in the theory of superuid He

4

and He

3

and their

mixtures. In 1965{66 I was very interested in the hy-

drodynamic equations for the superuid Fermi systems.

After inspiring the discussion with N. N. Bogoliubov, I

introduced to the initial Hamiltonian describing fermions

the term containing \sources of particles" analogous to

the Bogoliubov \sources of particles" for superuid Bose

systems [6]. This initiative was pro�table later when I

became interested in the superuidity of He

3

. By proper

choice of the form of \sources of pairs" I was able to de-

scribe all the broken symmetries in the di�erent phases

of superuid He

3

. The mentioned results exited much in-

terest among specialists and I was looked upon as a stu-

dent of master Bogoliubov. Therefore, when prof. D. ter

Haar proposed me to write the books \Superconductiv-

ity and Quantum Fluid" (1970, 237 p.) and \Helium 4"

(1971, 336 p.), both edited in Oxford by Pergamon Press,

he asked to write them in the spirit of the Bogoliubov

School.

For the \papers containing remarkable results in the

theory of quantum uids" I was awarded (with J. Cher-

wonko) in 1983 the prestigeous Maria Sk lodowska{Curie

Prize. Our papers were quoted, among others, in ten

monographs.

As a senior enjoying good relations with Dubna, I al-

ways propagated and supported the scienti�c contacts

with the Laboratory of Theoretical Physics JINR, espe-

cially among the theoretical community in Wroc law. In

1987, the President of the Polish Atomic Agency asked

me to prepare the materials summarizing the results of

our collaboration with JINR in theoretical physics. I pre-

pared a report \Collaboration of the Polish Scienti�c In-

stitutions with JINR in Theoretical Physics 1956{1986"

with the list of all Polish physicists working in the Lab-

oratory of Theoretical Physics JINR. I presented this re-

port at the 25th jubilee session of the Scienti�c Council

of the Laboratory of Theoretical Physics in June 1987.

It is worth while stressing that thanks to the long{

term stays of the younger members of our Institute

at the Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, directed by

prof. N. N. Bogoliubov, 4 doctorates and 6 habilitations

were prepared.

In order to honor the contributions of Nikolai Niko-

laievich to the scienti�c exchange with the University of

Wroc law the Senate of our University awarded him the

degree of doctor \Honoris causa" in 1970. During his

visit to Wroc law N. N. Bogoliubov was guided, among

others, to several historical churches. It happened so that

his knowledge about many Bible sceneries exceeded the

knowledge of his guides. It is not commonly known that

he was the son of an orthodox priest. Unfortunately, in

the wake of the revolution, he could not be accepted

as the University student, i.e. formally he never com-

pleted his university education. N. N. Bogoliubov, born

in 1909, joined in Kiev a seminar under Academician

N. M. Krylov and in 1930 received his Ph. D. in Math-

ematics at the Academy of Science. In Dubna I heard a

popular joke that Nikolai Nikolaievich, like people with-

out university studies, diminishes the statistics of higher

education in JINR.

In Kiev N. N. Bogoliubov lived with a Polish family.

Hence he understood Polish and could read in Polish.

Therefore, he always asked me to bring as many Polish

detective books as possible which he liked very much.

The editorial policies of the Moscow circles he consid-

ered quite insu�cient.

Since I had learned that Nikolai Nikolaievitch liked

very much asparagusses I brought him his titbit when

my visits to Dubna fell on a proper time. Once I had the

opportunity to buy in Wroc law the Bible in Russian, so

I \smuggled" it and gave it to Nikolai Nikolaievitch as a

gift. He really enjoyed this very much.

N. N. Bogoliubov liked Poland and was very interested

in the political and economic situation in our country.

When I arrived in Dubna he always found time for sci-

enti�c discussions and also for news from Poland. He

was especially a�ected after such events as the workers

protests in June 1956 in Pozna�n and in December 1970

in Gda�nsk or students protests in March 1968. It was

clear that he supported the protesting side.

On the occasion of Nikolai Nikolaievitch's birthday in

August conferences in Dubna were organized devoted to

the problems of statistical Physics. The organizers in-

vited specialists from abroad and numerous specialists of

Bogoliubov's School. Besides scienti�c sessions, the ex-

cursions by boat to the islands on the Moscow Sea were

arranged as well as picnics with \buckets" of caviar. Once

Bogoliubov's son asked me not to join an excursion be-

cause his farther had invited me to a special party. We

were transported by a motor boat to a picturesque place.

About ten persons, the family and the closest collabora-

tors of Nikolai Nikolaievitch. He was a charming host.

I remember delicious Russian �sh dishes, excellent wine

and cognac (which he considered as an elixir of wisdom).

Just recently (1993) together with prof. C. P. Enz

(Geneva University) we payed attention to the very

known and important Bogoliubov model (1947) of

weakly interacting Bose gas. This exactly solvable model

played an important role in the theory of superuid-

ity and later on in the of theory of superconductivity.

Namely, L. D. Landau in his �rst paper (1941) devoted

to superuidity of He

4

assumed that the energy spec-

trum, for momenta starting from zero, had two branches

describing phonons and rotons respectively. From Bogoli-
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ubov's paper (1947) it follows that for momenta close to

zero, the energy spectrum has only a phonon branch.

After this paper L. D. Landau proposed, also in 1947,

his known spectrum for superuid helium with the roton

part \far" from p = 0.

In the mentioned paper of 1947 N. N. Bogoliubov pro-

posed his famous (u; v) canonical transformation leading

to the new practically noninteracting Bose quasiparticles

[7]. This type of transformation was generalized by Bo-

goliubov in 1958 to the fermion systems in order to ex-

plain with success the phenomenon of superconductivity

[8].

In 1955 M. R. Schafroth showed that the charged free

bosons gas exhibits the essential features of the super-

conducting system. After the discovery of high criti-

cal temperature superconductors (1986) one �nds that

Schafroth model has some properties characteristic of the

new type superconductors. Therefore we decided [9] to

consider the superconductivity of the charged weakly in-

teracting bose gas. The estimated parameters like pene-

tration depth of the magnetic �eld and correlation length

have perfect order of magnitude from the point of view

of HT

c

S.

I had my last contact with N. N. Bogoliubov in 1991.

Namely, I was visiting prof. H. W. Capel at the Univer-

sity of Amsterdam and at same time N. N. Bogoliubov

(jr.) was there. Being in Amsterdam with my wife and

having a car we were sightseeing together with him dur-

ing all weekends the most attractive places in Holland.

Since N. N. Bogoliubov (jr.) was also invited to the Uni-

versity in Antwerp, we decided to give him a ride in or-

der to visit some places in Belgium recommended in the

guide books.

When we arrived in Antwerp, Nikolai Nikolaievitch

(jr.) phoned his father in Moscow with the information

that now he was in Belgium. He reported also with en-

thusiasm about our recent excursions. Then in a short

conversation Nikolai Nikolaievitch thanked me for our

helping his son and asked when I would arrived in Dubna.

At that time I could not imagine that in half a year He

would pass away.
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MOÕ ZUSTR�Q� Z PROFESOROM M. M. BOGOL�BOVIM U LABORATOR�Õ

TEORETIQNOÕ F�ZIKI O��D U DUBN�

Z. M. �alasv�q

�nstitut f�ziki Vroclavs~kogo tehnolog�qnogo un�versitetu,

vul. Vib�e�e Visp�n~sk�o, 27, 50{370 Vroclav, Pol~wa

Statt� m�stit~ spogadi pro sp�vprac� ta zustr�q� z vidatnim uqenim naxogo stol�tt� | profesorom

M. M. Bogol�bovim.
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